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About 50 y ago, Crow and Kimura [An Introduction to Population Genetics Theory (1970)] and Ohta and
Kimura [Genet. Res. 22, 201–204 (1973)] laid the foundations of conservation genetics by predicting the
relationship between population size and genetic marker diversity. This work sparked an enormous
research effort investigating the importance of population dynamics, in particular small population size, for
population mean performance, population viability, and evolutionary potential. In light of a recent perspec-
tive [J. C. Teixeira, C. D. Huber, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 118, 10 (2021)] that challenges some funda-
mental assumptions in conservation genetics, it is timely to summarize what the field has achieved, what
robust patterns have emerged, and worthwhile future research directions. We consider theory and meth-
odological breakthroughs that have helped management, and we outline some fundamental and applied
challenges for conservation genetics.

conservation j genetic variation j population size j threatened species j adaptation

A Brief History of Conservation Genetics and
Conservation Biology
Conservation Genetics (CG) and the larger discipline
of Conservation Biology (CB) were founded at about
the same time, during the second half of the 20th
century. This was when awareness grew of the nega-
tive impact of human activity on the abundance of
many wild species (e.g., ref. 1). CB was then charged
with tasks, such as enumerating the causes of
species’ declines and identifying counteracting
measures, recognizing that populations remain vul-
nerable when they persist at a low density or small
size (2). Threats associated with low density and
small population size include stochastic events, posi-
tive density-dependent population growth, and
negative feedback by genetic and evolutionary
mechanisms (3, 4). CG has mostly focused on the lat-
ter, as well as providing tools for understanding
demographically driven processes in wild and cap-
tive populations (5, 6).

Sewall Wright’s theory on the role of genetic drift
in small populations laid the foundations for CG in
the first half of the 20th century. Wright (7) linked
small population census size with random changes
in allele frequencies (genetic drift) and their popula-
tion genetic consequences. He outlined how census
size directly translates into drift-effective population
size (Ne), and how small Ne is linked with the loss
of heterozygosity and fixation or loss of alleles.
However, drift-effective population size is difficult
to study in natural populations as high-quality
demographic data are required, depicting numbers
of reproducing male and female individuals, varia-
tion in reproductive success, and variation in these
parameters over time (8). As a surrogate, various
polymorphic, biparentally, and codominantly inher-
ited genetic markers came into use: allozymes first
(9), then microsatellites (10), and more recently sin-
gle nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs, see below).
Allozymes and microsatellites allow for many allelic
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states at a locus, whereas for SNPs there are generally only two
alleles that are considered. Evolutionary models linking marker
variation with Ne were produced by Crow and Kimura (11) and
Ohta and Kimura (12). These models stimulated empirical
efforts to estimate Ne of wild populations based on heterozy-
gosity at marker loci. However, Ne was often not deduced
explicitly because knowledge on migration or gene flow was
lacking. Instead, genetic marker variation of populations served
as the sole estimate to deduce population demographics.

Another main task of CG has been to assess the threat to
small populations by genetic and evolutionary processes. An
immediate genetic threat that may reduce population size is
when inbreeding occurs because of reproduction between
closely related individuals; this results in decreased fitness aris-
ing from homozygosity of recessive deleterious alleles, termed
“inbreeding depression” (13). Further genetic threats are linked to
the reduced potential to adapt due to genetic drift. Two bodies of
theory have focused on the relationship between Ne and genetic
variation for polygenic traits, and between Ne and the response to
selection. They generally predict a decrease in additive genetic
variance with decreasing Ne (e.g., ref. 14), and a decrease in the
selection response with decreasing Ne (e.g., refs. 15 and 16)). Later
theory considered the role of small population size in triggering
the increase in frequency of deleterious mutations, the accumula-
tion of genetic load, the types of genetic load (e.g., segregating
load, fixed load), and how load can result in population extinction
over short to intermediate time scales (e.g., ref. 17). These pro-
cesses can be affected by connectedness between populations,
with migration introducing new genetic variants that can alleviate
the immediate negative effects of inbreeding, increase Ne, and
increase genetic variation.

CG has its theoretical roots in population genetics, and a clear
focus on both theory and application has made the field strong.
The strongest inferences in CG apply to populations and make
sense in a comparative context, often with a focus on recent
changes in genetic diversity over time, such as since the begin-
ning of land-use change, or over heterogeneous landscapes
affected by human activity. CG focuses on management actions
when a loss of genetic diversity is linked to widespread negative
population trends in recent times (e.g., refs. 18 and 19), where
the subsequent evolutionary and genetic consequences—
reviewed in this article—can be detrimental for the persistence of
populations (and an entire species if all remaining populations
are affected).

Applied Conservation Genetics
When assessing whether species are threatened, the main con-
siderations taken into account by the International Union for
Conservation of Nature (IUCN) are the number of mature indi-
viduals, the extent to which a species occupies its former range,
and the rate at which it is declining (or recovering) with respect
to this range. Genetic diversity is acknowledged as one of the
three levels of biodiversity, but genetic factors are rarely
included in IUCN assessments, highlighted as a shortcoming in
the IUCN Red List process (20). Similarly, the IUCN threats clas-
sification scheme, which is currently being updated (https://
www.iucnredlist.org/resources/threat-classification-scheme), does
not directly recognize the loss of genetic variation within a spe-
cies, but instead focuses on external threats related to loss of
suitable habitat or exploitation of target species.

Nevertheless, genetic information has been integral to the
development of management plans for threatened populations

and species (for a recent example, see Box 1). Molecular
genetic tools have been used to estimate population-level
parameters, such as longer-term Ne, evidence for recent bottle-
necks, and inbreeding in threatened species (examples are
given in ref. 5). They have helped in understanding patterns of
gene flow, movement across landscapes, and processes, such
as hybridization and contemporary versus historic genetic isola-
tion. Genetic tools have also been useful in gaining knowledge
of reproductive patterns, social structure, and life cycles of
threatened species, and in estimating the accumulation of dele-
terious mutations. These parameters are important in deciding
what management actions are necessary for threatened popula-
tions and species, in an effort to increase demographic numbers
and genetic variation, and alleviate the expression of genetic
load while preserving genetic uniqueness. Finally, monitoring
levels of genetic variation in threatened and restored popula-
tions of animals and plants has been used to track the long-
term viability of populations (21).

Furthermore, CG has helped threatened species manage-
ment with the identification of populations and species that
should be the focus of management actions. The identification
of evolutionary significant units (ESUs) has been used to deter-
mine which populations should be conserved separately. ESUs
are often recognized because they are highly genetically differ-
entiated (particularly for mtDNA), presumably because they are
likely to be on different evolutionary (and potentially adaptive)
trajectories to each other (22). The level of genetic divergence
appropriate for defining ESUs is not necessarily straightforward.
The main goal is to favor genetic distinctness, without promoting
the effects of genetic drift on generating genetic divergence (23).
Regardless of this issue, the ESU concept can lead to practical
outcomes such as defining putative cryptic species adapted to
different environmental conditions (24).

Despite the common and successful application of genetic
tools in CG, genetic factors are still too often ignored in species
recovery plans, particularly outside of the United States (25). One
reason is, as indicated above, that genetic status is not directly
considered in the IUCN listing process. A recent study suggested
that its consideration would make little sense as genetic variation
across species was unrelated to current IUCN status (26). However,
in CG estimates of genetic diversity at the level of a species is not
normally used to inform about demographic issues. Here we
reemphasize that CG typically focuses on patterns of variation
within and across populations of a species, but mostly avoids com-
parisons among species, because many parameters—including
mutation rate, long-term demographic changes, and life history
attributes—will contribute to genetic diversity of a species, and
these parameters are likely to vary among species (27). How-
ever, low genetic diversity at the population level and in a com-
parative context over time and space will typically be a good
indicator of conservation status. Indeed, low genetic variation
within vertebrate populations as evaluated by microsatellite
markers was positively associated with the IUCN status of species
in one comparison (28).

Another reason for underappreciating the potential of CG in
conservation management is a lack of government policies on
how to adopt CG and evolutionary processes in planning (29).
Here, a combined effort by researchers and policy makers is
needed to decide on how genetic data could be systematically
implemented in the phases of risk assessment, formulation of
goals, planning of actions, and monitoring of success.
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Learnings from the Last Decades
There are clear foundations for implementing CG-based strate-
gies in conservation management (for another recent review,
see ref. 30). Here we briefly cover five key findings from the last
few decades and then explore future directions.

Small Census Size and Severe Demographic Bottlenecks Are
Associated with Reduced Population Genetic Variation. Crow
and Kimura (11) formulated how loss of heterozygosity and addi-
tive genetic variance (VA) of quantitative traits in neutral parts of
the genome depends on Ne, and that populations of small size
harbor less genetic variation and lose genetic variation faster
than larger ones. The work of Crow and Kimura further predicts
that loss of genetic variation is an exponential process across
generations. For example, random genetic drift decreases het-
erozygosity at the rate of 1/[2Ne] per generation (Fig. 2A). Even if
changes in population size are intermittent, they will have a
substantial impact on the frequency spectrum of alleles in a pop-
ulation. In particular, there will be a loss of alleles following a
population bottleneck, particularly for rare alleles (Fig. 2B) (31).

There is very strong support for an association between small
census size estimated in natural populations and low genetic

marker variation. A metalevel analysis including animals and
plants on the relationship between (log-transformed) population
census size and genetic variation reported overall average cor-
relation coefficients between 0.46 and 0.54, depending on the
diversity estimate considered (32). A formal meta-analysis on 41
plant species revealed a correlation of 0.41 across studies (33).
Several other meta-analyses also confirmed a strong negative
link between habitat loss and fragmentation or overharvesting
and genetic marker diversity, indicating reductions in popula-
tion size across different and large taxonomic groups (34–36).
Furthermore, studies have highlighted factors strengthening
this negative relationship, such as body size in animals (35).

Evidence for a link between small population size and
genetic variance for quantitative traits is mixed. A decline in her-
itability, which is genetic variance standardized by phenotypic
variance, has been well documented in experimental studies
focusing on traits typically associated with higher additive than
nonadditive effects (Fig. 3A), but not in traits with stronger non-
additive effects, such as life-history traits (37). A large meta-
analysis on heritability estimated in natural populations revealed
no support for a positive relationship with population size (38).
Several reasons for nonsupportive findings are possible, including

Box 1.

The impact of CG-based decisions on threatened species recovery is particularly well illustrated by examples of genetic rescue where
the positive consequences of introducing genetic variation have been evident. The endangered mountain pygmy-possum is one such
example, where Mitrovski et al. (19) documented a rapid decline in genetic diversity measured through microsatellite markers reflecting
a bottleneck that paralleled a population collapse over at least a 10-y period (from 1996) at Mount Buller in Victoria, Australia. Threats
were mitigated through habitat reconstruction and an invasive predator control program, but the population size did not increase, and
genetic data showed this was due to inbreeding, an exceedingly low Ne to near 10 individuals and the loss of over 80% of the popula-
tion’s genetic diversity (19, 66). A genetic rescue strategy was developed that included moving six genetically healthy males from the
closest known population at Mount Higginbotham (Victoria). These two populations have likely been separated for more than 20,000 y.
Despite the high levels of genetic differentiation between these populations, Weeks et al. (23) showed that this was likely due to genetic
drift, reducing concerns around outbreeding depression (69). The strategy was implemented in 2011 and rapid population growth fol-
lowed the introduction (66). In 2014 an additional six males were moved from another highly genetically diverse population (Timms Spur,
Victoria) to the Mount Buller population to further increase genetic diversity. By 2019, the population had grown to the highest level ever
recorded on the mountain and is now one of the largest populations across their range in Australia (Fig. 1) (updated from ref. 66).

Fig. 1. Adult population size for Burramys parvus at Mount Buller, Victoria, Australia. Estimates are based on capture–recapture data and
a robust design model with means across years (bars are SEs) connected by the solid line. Dashed line represents yearly unique captures.
Arrows indicate the years in which six males were introduced from the Mount Higginbotham and Timms Spur populations to the Mount
Buller population.
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the effects of selection on VA, changes in gene effects due to
genetic drift, and population isolation (39). Wood et al. (38) also
pointed to the need to improve estimates of census size and to
provide more estimates for rare and specialist species.

Small Census Size Is Associated with Inbreeding Depression
and Low Population Mean Performance. Small population size
increases the likelihood of matings between related individuals
even if mating is random. The increase in inbreeding (per gener-
ation) is predicted to be proportional to Ne (ΔF = 1/2Ne) (11).
Thus, a population experiencing reductions in population size
(population bottlenecks) are expected to have a higher degree
of homozygosity due to inbreeding compared to the prebottle-
neck population, and this makes the expression of recessive del-
eterious mutations segregating in the population more likely
(13, 40). These recessive deleterious alleles are typically at low
frequency, and their summed effects, called segregating or
inbreeding load, may not be different between historically large
and recently small populations. However, this load poses a
threat in small populations over time because its expression is a
function of the inbreeding coefficient, which is higher in small
populations. The reduced fitness of inbred individuals can also
arise from reduced expression of overdominance due to a reduc-
tion in heterozygosity in an inbred population.

Reduced fitness because of inbreeding is well-documented (5,
13). In many wild populations of small size, inbreeding depression
can cause severe fitness declines [e.g., 50% (41)]. The degree of
inbreeding depression for a particular trait differs among individu-
als and populations, even when these have similar levels of
inbreeding. Inbreeding depression is expected to be higher for
traits with relatively high dominance variance, which is typically
the case for traits closely associated with fitness (42). Also, for
traits associated with fitness but with other nonadditive gene-
action (i.e., partial dominance or overdominance), performance typi-
cally declines with increasing inbreeding (5, 43). Data obtained
using experimentally bottlenecked populations and molecular
genomic tools have supported the notion that inbreeding
depression contributes to extinction (e.g., ref. 44), which is also
supported by a meta-analysis including wild populations (45).

In studies on inbreeding effects, only some components of
fitness are usually assessed and the consequences of inbreeding
are therefore likely to be underestimated. Nevertheless, highly
inbred populations sometimes do not to suffer from inbreeding,

such as in the cases of the northern elephant seal, European
beaver, and island fox of California (46–48). Such examples
have led some authors to conclude that genetic problems are
not important relative to demographic and environmental risks
(26), but this is countered by the overwhelming empirical evi-
dence that inbreeding depression is often substantial in natural
populations. Reasons why some highly inbred individuals and
populations seem unaffected by inbreeding include stochasti-
cally low genetic load segregating in populations (49) and purg-
ing of deleterious mutations (50). However, purging under drift
with random mating may only work against highly recessive and
strongly deleterious mutations (51), and empirical studies indi-
cate that significant purging is not common [e.g., in 12% of 119
studied zoo populations (52)]. An added level of complexity
arises from the environmental dependence of both inbreeding
depression and purging. Favorable environmental conditions
can moderate the expression of inbreeding depression (53),
with the flip side that inbreeding effects are typically more
severe in harsh environments, to which natural populations are
increasingly being exposed (40). Furthermore, the genetic archi-
tecture of many traits is context-dependent (54, 55), such that
unpurged alleles may be neutral or beneficial in one environ-
ment but contribute to genetic load in another (56). Thus, if
a few small and inbred populations do well despite high
inbreeding levels, there is no guarantee that this will continue
to be the case as environments change.

Small Populations or Populations with Low Marker Variation
Experience more Drift Load. Small populations suffer from
reduced mean performance due to the accumulation of delete-
rious mutations. When a population becomes small initially, it is
expected to mainly express segregating or inbreeding load
because of increased inbreeding. Some of that load might be
purged, although inbreeding by small population size may only
purge the most deleterious mutations (see discussion above).
However, when small size persists and gene flow is rare, segre-
gating and new deleterious alleles are expected to increase in
frequency as genetic drift overwhelms purifying selection, and
some of these mutations will eventually become fixed, and this
is known as drift load (17). This accumulated drift load is pre-
dicted to decrease the performance of small populations, lead-
ing to the mutational meltdown that should markedly constrain
longer-term population persistence (17).

A B

Fig. 2. (A) Theoretically expected effects of random genetic drift on heterozygosity through time (generations) for varying effective population
(Ne) sizes and (B) the effects of the size of a single generation bottleneck on the retention of rare alleles at a single locus with initially two
alleles (11).
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A meta-analysis mainly based on plant studies found that
both census size and genetic diversity were indeed positively
correlated with population mean performance across studies, with
overall correlation coefficients of 0.44 and 0.30, respectively (33).
Many of the individual studies that contributed to the meta-
analysis had been performed in the field, and therefore some of
the effect may not be due to the expression of load but due to
marginal conditions where populations of smaller size occur. How-
ever, studies have also estimated drift load by comparing the
fitness of offspring in crosses between versus within populations; a
performance gain is interpreted as the magnitude of drift load
(and may include inbreeding depression). A meta-analysis pro-
vided strong support for the notion that small and inbred popula-
tions experience a dramatic increase in fitness measures due to
outbreeding, with a median increase of 48% when the environ-
ment is benign and 114% under more stressful conditions (57);
this provides strong evidence that genetic load is a substantial
problem in persistently small populations.

From a conservation perspective, it may seem irrelevant
whether performance declines are due to inbreeding depres-
sion or due to drift load, as both lower population mean perfor-
mance. However, management actions may differ in dealing
with these situations. If declines in mean performance are due
to recent inbreeding and the expression of inbreeding load,
management actions may need to focus on increasing census
size and improving connectivity between habitat patches (and
thereby increasing Ne). When drift load has accumulated and
many deleterious mutations are at high frequency or fixed, man-
agement options include genetic rescue strategies by assisted
gene flow. Conversely, populations that have undergone a slow
decline in population size have a greater opportunity to purge
deleterious mutations and management actions should initially
target habitat improvement, although increasing genetic variation
through assisted gene flow is also likely to be important for long-
term resilience to environmental change.

Small Populations or Populations with Low Marker Variation
Show a Reduced Response to Selection. There are several ways
in which small population size can negatively affect a selection
response, and these are likely to act in combination. First, as

standing genetic variation is predicted to be lower in small pop-
ulations (e.g., ref. 14), the response to selection should be
lower. Second, new mutations that selection might favor are
less likely to emerge in small populations (e.g., ref. 15). Third, if
selection is weak, it may be overridden by genetic drift, which
should also reduce a selection response (e.g., ref. 16). Fourth,
increased linkage associated with small population size is pre-
dicted to lead to Hill–Robertson interference, where linkage
between alleles reduces the effectiveness of selection and
results in a lower selection response (58).

Despite the mixed empirical evidence for reduced VA or heri-
tability in small populations, evidence for reduced selection
response is rather consistent. A meta-analysis on studies of local
adaptation in herbaceous plants showed that populations of
smaller census size were less adapted to local conditions, as
revealed in transplant experiments (59). The result could be due
to any of the four mechanisms mentioned above. Furthermore,
experimental studies showed that smaller populations had
reduced responses to selection: for example, 57% over 55 gen-
erations in Drosophila melanogaster populations with Ne ∼ 8 -
compared with Ne ∼ 200 (reviewed in ref. 39). The association
between genetic marker diversity and response to selection has
also received strong experimental support. For example, a recent
highly replicated experimental evolution study on D. mela-
nogaster provided evidence for a strong positive association
between genome-wide heterozygosity and evolutionary response
(Fig. 3B) (44). Evidence for the importance of Hill–Robertson inter-
ference at linked selected sites includes sequence analyses of
protein-coding genes in Drosophila, showing that it diminished
the rate of adaptive evolution by about 27% (60). However, the
problem may be even more important when linkage involves del-
eterious mutations (43).

Nevertheless, strong responses to selection can sometimes
be observed in small populations, a phenomenon well known
from animal breeding where significant genetic responses in
populations with small effective population sizes (typically less
than 100) can occur (61). Because population growth and varia-
tion in relative fitness is typically negatively associated (62),
selection may act more effectively in populations declining in
size, producing a heightened selection response in the short
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Fig. 3. (A) Association between effective population size or inbreeding and adaptive genetic variation for different trait classes (from ref. 39,
copied with permission). The panel presents the change in heritability in inbred populations relative to outbred controls, measured in 21
experimental studies on animals and plants. The horizontal axis is expressed as either inbreeding coefficient (upper axis) or the value of Ne

that would generate the same level of inbreeding over 10 generations. (B) Association between neutral molecular diversity and responses
to selection, measured as slopes of changes in phenotypes across generations of experimental evolution in laboratory populations of
D. melanogaster; from Ørsted et al. (44).
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term (63). However, these selection responses will not be main-
tained in the long term. And while additive genetic variance
might also increase in populations going through bottlenecks
when there are dominance interactions between alleles within
loci or when there is epistasis (64), such increases come with an
increased frequency of deleterious alleles and do not translate
into increased responses to directional selection (65).

Restored Gene Flow and Genetic Mixing Can Overcome Low
Population Performance. Gene flow is an evolutionary force that
may both aid and limit adaptation. On the one hand, gene flow
can help small and isolated populations in the short term by intro-
ducing alleles that mask the expression of deleterious recessive
ones, and in the longer term by introducing new genetic variants
that increase rates of adaptive evolution. On the other hand, gene
flow can lead to outbreeding depression when genetic incompati-
bility arises from combining distantly related genomes, or it can
lead to an influx of poorly adapted alleles into a population from
an area where different conditions predominate.

The immediate benefit of gene flow to small, isolated popu-
lations has been well documented in the meta-analysis on out-
breeding in natural populations (57). Consequently, genetic
rescue—the deliberate introduction of new genes into small
populations suffering from the expression of deleterious
mutations—can be a powerful means of managing small, declin-
ing populations (e.g., ref. 66; also see Box 1). However, as
noted under the third point above, understanding population
history can be important for predicting the benefits of genetic
rescue and for identifying source populations that can be used
in a genetic rescue attempt (67; but see also ref. 68). Ideally,
rescue attempts should be combined with other programs, such
as habitat restoration or predator/competitor control, that allow
for population expansion (66).

However, risks of outbreeding depression have often been
overstated. Furthermore, they can be appropriately managed
(66, 67, 69) and need to be balanced against the benefits of
genetic rescue. Increases in genetic diversity measured using
neutral genetic markers following genetic rescue have been
explicitly linked to population recovery and growth following
steep declines and improvements in fitness of hybrid individuals
(66). Despite some genetic homogenization through genetic
introductions, alleles associated with local adaptation may not
be swamped by gene flow (70). Advances in genomics provide
insights into the consequences of genetic rescue on adaptive
genetic diversity (70).

Additional Insights
Three key aspects are important take home messages from the
learnings briefly outlined above. First, in CG and CB more gen-
erally, overall relationships as emphasized above should be the
focus, rather than the exceptions. There will always be some
variation around the main axes of relationships, such as
between population size and genetic diversity, and part of that
is due to genetic drift, which is a stochastic force that leads to
marked variation in allele frequencies between generations and
small populations. Second, neutral evolution and neutral
genetic diversity as measured by CG studies remain directly
relevant to adaptive evolution. Neutral markers provide an esti-
mate of genetic drift, which lowers genetic variation and coun-
ters the response to directional selection. Lower population
mean performance due to increased drift load in small popula-
tions means that, at some point, the population cannot persist

given the selective deaths that come with an adaptive response.
Species that have naturally fragmented distributions, for which
drift load is particularly important, may be limited in their capac-
ity to persist in the long term, especially in the context of rapid
environmental change, where drift load will combine with low
overall genetic diversity to limit persistence of small populations
(71). Third, the loss of genetic variation due to drift raises the
issue of how high Ne of an isolated population must be to
ensure that sufficient genetic variation is maintained for long-
term persistence under environmental changes. Originally,
Franklin (72) proposed that an Ne of 500 is needed for an iso-
lated population to retain evolutionary potential in the long run.
This number was based on the equilibrium between new
genetic variation arising from mutations and the loss of genetic
variation from random genetic drift (Fig. 2), for traits that are rel-
atively unaffected by selection or are subject to stabilizing selec-
tion. Revised recommendations (by considering differences in
gene effects) suggest that an Ne above 1,000 is more realistic to
sustain long-term viable populations (73). As Ne is typically an
order-of-magnitude lower than the census size, numbers may
need to be above 10,000. Unfortunately, studies validating these
numbers are scarce, and they are challenging to meet, for
instance, for many species with extensive space requirements. CG
principles should therefore guide management decisions within
the reality that optimal conditions might never be reached, and
with an awareness that some connectivity among populations can
greatly contribute to assuring evolutionary potential.

Recent Developments
Although there is a solid backbone of theory and experimental
data behind CG practices, many emerging tools particularly
linked to next-generation sequencing (NGS) are set to provide
fine-scale and new insights in the next few years. NGS tech-
niques, such as reduced-representation sequencing (e.g.,
RADseq) and whole-genome sequencing (WGS) of population-
pooled samples or individuals, are now commonly applied in
CG [e.g., RADseq on grasshoppers (74); individual WGS of an
endangered pheasant species (75)]. The massive amount of
data generated by NGS allows for testing complex demo-
graphic scenarios, linking changes in Ne back to the more distant
past, and examining the impact of migration and inbreeding
across the genome. The estimation of genetic load has recently
been addressed in several contributions to CG (e.g., ref. 76).
Eventually, diversity estimates at loci related to expressed traits
(quantitative-trait loci, QTLs) may help predict potentially adaptive
genetic variation and evolutionary potential (77).

Here we summarize how the newest technologies and ana-
lytical methods could provide unprecedented insights into the
importance of genetic diversity in conservation, particularly in
the face of environmental change (e.g., eQTLs) (see ref. 78 for a
detailed review of approaches of conservation genomics). We
stress that good practice involves carefully planned studies with
precise goals, using appropriate analytical methods to meet these
goals, which often dictates the sampling effort, wet-laboratory pro-
tocols, sequencing strategy, and depth of sequencing required. In
particular, studies should equalize sample sizes for all populations
when using NGS data, ensure that sequencing depth is adequate,
and that SNP-based heterozygosity estimates are not biased by
population structure (79).

Genomic Inference on Population Demography. RADseq and WGS
produce thousands to millions of SNPs, such that the amount of
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data can often compensate for fewer samples. For some species
and analyses, higher sample numbers per population (e.g., ref.
50) combined with RADseq seems better; for others, two to
three individuals per population combined with WGS at good
depth or pooling (e.g., 50 samples per population combined
with WGS) should be considered. Also, some downstream anal-
yses on the detailed demography need more data resources
than others. Some require a reference genome from the target
species or a closely related species. The de novo assembly of
reference genomes for nonmodel organisms has become an
option because of a drop in cost combined with improved
sequencing technology: for example, the sequencing of long
DNA fragments with high accuracy (e.g., PacBio SMRT sequenc-
ing, Sequel II). An important step for demographic inference is
to filter for variants that are not strongly affected by selec-
tion (80).

A pragmatic approach is to first screen data for population
structure to verify whether the a priori definition of a population
used for sampling passes genetic testing. Evidence for structure
and little gene flow may lead to a focus on each population sep-
arately, followed by comparative analyses. In this case, a simple
way of assessing recent change in population size is the discrep-
ancy between diversity estimates, such as those based on
heterozygosity and on allelic richness [e.g., Tajima’s D, for an
example of an application (75)]. More complex approaches con-
sider SNP diversity across DNA sequences and allow the estima-
tion of changes in Ne over time. There has been a recent
increase in the use of coalescent-based reconstruction of Ne by
changes in the local density of heterozygous sites, but resolu-
tion for the most recent period is typically weak [e.g., the soft-
ware PMSC (81); for an application see ref. 82]. A method that
depicts recent changes in Ne (>5 generations ago) is derived
from haplotype-based estimation of Ne and uses the decay of
linkage disequilibrium [e.g., the software LinkNe (83), as applied
in ref. 18]. This approach requires a reference genome and sam-
pling should include about 50 diploid individuals per popula-
tion. When there is evidence of considerable migration, the
statistical comparison of alternative demographic models seems
more appropriate. With SNP data summarized as folded or
unfolded site frequency spectra, the latter polarized to an out-
group, most likely demographic parameters can be inferred
[e.g., software fastsimcoal2 (84), as applied by ref. 85]. This
allows the estimation of split times of populations, past and
more recent migration, and changes in population size. The
study design ideally considers a few populations, and impor-
tantly some that serve as references with little change in size
and migration.

Another strong approach for deducing changes in demogra-
phy involves longitudinal sampling of populations and the track-
ing of genetic variation over time. Such studies should benefit
from larger sampling efforts within populations, as might be
achievable via pool-sequencing. In the face of a worldwide bio-
diversity crisis, it will be important to monitor genetic diversity
over time, to systematically resample sites and relate changes in
genetic diversity with continuous human impacts on wild popu-
lations, using unbiased estimates of heterozygosity that include
monomorphic as well as polymorphic sequenced sites (79) so
that comparisons can be made across datasets and studies.

Screening for the Abundance of Deleterious Mutations: Assessing
the Magnitude of Genetic Load. High-quality marker and geno-
mic tools are available to assess the threat of inbreeding

depression via estimating the level of inbreeding in otherwise
strongly outcrossing species (e.g., ref. 86). For the estimation of
genetic load, it is imperative to have an annotated reference
genome from one or several closely related outgroup species.
Derived SNPs of coding regions are filtered for and then anno-
tated functionally for their likely impact [e.g., SnpEff (87)] or by
assessing each SNP site for conservation across homologous sites
of a large database; SNPs at highly conserved sites are assumed
to be more deleterious [e.g., SIFT algorithm (88)]. Under the
assumption that deleterious mutations are mostly recessive, it is
not the counts per se that are relevant in depicting genetic load,
but homozygosity for derived variants (89).

An area that requires further exploration is the analysis and
interpretation of genomic data within the context of fitness. For
example, it is not yet clear how distributions of dominance
coefficients link with the magnitude of mutational effects. For
knockout mutants in yeast, complete recessivity is approached
asymptotically as mutations become increasingly deleterious
(90), supporting the expectation that lethals and sublethals are
fully recessive and other deleterious mutations mostly partially
recessive. We also lack knowledge on whether the intensity of
selection acting on polymorphisms are represented by meas-
ures of deleteriousness that have come into use in genomic
analysis. Therefore, it remains hard to judge if reduced genetic
load estimated from genomic data in species of conservation
concern (91) translates into fitness effects. In the meantime, it
seems reasonable to work with estimates depicting load that
consider full or high recessivity of deleterious mutations and to
be cautious with the interpretation of results.

Screening for Adaptive Genetic Variation. Although we have
here emphasized the continued importance of assessing overall
levels of genetic variation, including neutral variation, we agree
with Teixeira and Huber (26) on the point that adaptive genes
should be investigated in quantitative genetic studies. This can
be based on a priori knowledge or an association study, and is
particularly relevant when there are a limited number of loci
involved in an adaptive response. Even for some polygenic traits,
a few QTL loci may explain considerable phenotypic trait varia-
tion. Variation at these QTLs may have a high predictive power.
For example, in the simulation study of Caballero and Garc�ıa-
Dorado (77), diversity at those loci could predict the response to
short- and long-term selection very well (often r > 0.5) under differ-
ent demographic scenarios; in contrast, additive genetic variance
(VA) was the best predictor for a short-term selection response.
This offers some optimism that evolutionary potential might even-
tually be predicted once adequate genomic resources become
available, including more annotated reference genomes.

Genome-wide association studies provide an approach for iden-
tifying genomic regions contributing to evolutionary responses
(e.g., ref. 92). The approach can be used flexibly and applied to
environmental instead of trait data, and by performing analyses
at the level of populations instead of individuals (e.g., ref. 93).
To avoid circularity when assessing genetic variation at QTLs,
the samples used for finding them and for estimating evolution-
ary potential should not overlap, but they should also not be
completely unrelated in case the genetic basis of adaptive evo-
lution varies among populations. With most populations and
species facing climate warming, it may be of interest to deter-
mine whether and where relevant genetic variation within spe-
cies can be found (e.g., ref. 92); approaches are reviewed in
Capblancq et al. (94). Screening for adaptive variation may
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make sense in the context of environmental change or targeted
gene flow (e.g., ref. 82). However, also general genetic
diversity—unrelated to QTLs—will remain a good general pre-
dictor of selection response, as demonstrated by Ørsted et al.
(44) (Fig. 3B).

Conclusions
Conservation genetics remains a rapidly developing discipline
highly relevant to the management of the increasing number
of threatened populations and species. The early paradigms
emphasizing the important methods of maintaining genetic var-
iation within populations and minimizing inbreeding are critical
to the long-term success of threatened populations. The ongo-
ing effects of climate change, habitat loss, and fragmentation
mean that these concerns are increasingly critical as more and
more natural populations become threatened due to rapid
decreases in their species range and in abundance. Overall,
genetic marker variation is an important parameter to predict
the evolvability of populations when there is limited informa-
tion on the genetic basis of traits and where the highly poly-
genic nature of selection responses makes it difficult to predict
genetic changes.

Study designs in CG can be developed that take advantage
of emerging technologies and tools. An a priori research ques-
tion is key, ideally including hypotheses about causes of
decline, and rigorous spatial or temporal sampling of popula-
tions over a spatial scale that ideally includes a mixture of intact
populations and affected populations. Several good examples
exist in the literature, including studies on the decline of salmon
and trout populations and its causes (18, 95). The use of high-
density genomic SNP-based markers should follow good prac-
tice in data preparation and filtering, and in standardized
output of variables, such as autosomal heterozygosity (79). An
initial analysis should always test whether populations are dis-
tinct entities and whether there have been changes in size over

recent times. As detailed analyses emerge, it should be possi-
ble to refine knowledge around genetic and evolutionary
threats to small populations. With this added knowledge, more
information should be extractable from low-resource genetic
analysis applied to populations and species of conservation
concern.

While genetic diversity is per se not a good indicator of conser-
vation status of a taxon, a relatively recent decline in genetic diver-
sity across populations can be used as an indicator that should be
considered with other CB threats. Here, an ideal approach is to
sample populations over time and analyze changes in genetic vari-
ation (e.g., refs. 18 and 95). In principle, stored samples (of her-
baria or museum collections) can be used for comparison, but
sample sizes are typically low, DNA degradation is common, and
estimates are associated with high variances (96). An interesting
area for the future is to examine changes in genetic parameters
across interacting sets of organisms, given the cascade of
effects that can develop as key functional groups of organisms
are lost (97). Mutation accumulation has so far been underap-
preciated in CG. Performance declines in natural populations
associated with mutation accumulation have been estimated to
be 50% in Arabidopsis lyrata (98) and more data on this issue is
needed.

CG offers important tools to be used in monitoring and manag-
ing populations. It is unfortunate that these tools are so infrequently
applied in the direct management of threatened species and that
they are often only given cursory consideration in management
and recovery plans. Management strategies, like genetic mixing
and the creation of corridors, will become increasingly important in
attempts to minimize biodiversity loss in the face of environmental
deterioration, and CG tools provide key inputs in applying these
options. CG will be a critical component of our urgent need to be
managing species for the future and not just the present.

Data Availability. There are no data underlying this work.
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